
Hi my name is Lianna
Hi my name is Teron

Today we are analyzing a scene from Avengers: Endgame. Our Earth ‘s mightiest heroes have
lost for the first time ever. Each of them branches off and does their own thing.

Teron: In this scene this was 5 years after the snap that killed half of the universe's population.
We are catching up with the remaining heros that are still on Earth. (In the beginning they walk
inside.)

Lianna: Some people took the loss worse than others. Rocket Raccoon and Hulk go to Asgard to
visit Thor who is in hiding.  Drowning his sorrows away in beer, stuffing his face  and playing
video all day.   (When Hulk was looking for Thor)

Teron: At this moment we can tell it's been a long 5 years. We can tell by that because by seeing
Thor's reaction to see Rocket and Hulk. ( When Thor hugged Hulk and Rocket.)

Lianna: We can see Korg and Miek for the first time who have been in Thor’s life with his own
movie and this shows them being his emotional support. (Switch the camera to them on the
coach.)

Lianna: In this part you can see the camera flip to hulk and rocket who look at each other and
look around the room this shows that Seeing Thor like this actually worries him. He asked him
“are you alright?”. He’s supposed to be the God of Thunder and son of Odin.

Teron: In this moment after Hulk says Thanos. You can see the pain in Thor's eyes. Thanos has
put Thor through so much pain killing his brother, his best friend and the remaining Asgard
Guardians. (Hulk says Thanos name)

Lianna: The room goes dark. The change of Thor’s voice shows that he is really in a bad place
because of thanos and even Thor’s friend Korg gets up and enters the conversation because its a
sensitive topic

Teron: At this moment you can see Rocket shed a tear. Seeing Thor like this hurts him because
he has lost a lot recently as well.



Teron: Good to see that Thor will always have Korg and Miek back even over video games.

Teron: At this moment you can tell that Thor is in denial. Yeah he killed Thanos but only after he
did what he wanted to do.

Lianna: They have a plan to snap everyone back but they will need help so they go visit Thor.
Over the long 5 years Thor gained some weight. Even though he doesn’t act like it, we know he
is devastie. He blamed the loss on himself because he had a chance to kill Thanos but didn’t.

Critics:

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/jennaguillaume/avengers-endgame-fat-thor-chris-hemsw
orth-body-positivity


